Overview:
The Center for Social Impact Learning (CSIL) is a premier action learning and research institution focusing on the social impact of business and financial investment, specifically in the areas of social enterprise and impact investment management. CSIL serves a full spectrum of aspiring social entrepreneurs offering them valuable and practical hands-on learning experiences as well as a launch pad for an impact-driven purposeful career.

The Student Impact Coordinator will report directly to the CSIL Director and will be specifically responsible for mobilizing student campus outreach and support for CSIL’s programs and activities. The ideal candidate should be well connected on campus, enterprising, innovative, high energy, tech savvy, collaborative, results-driven, and possess the attitude and skill set to move effectively among administration, faculty, staff and students. In a word, she or he needs to be kickass.

Responsibilities include:
- Developing a campus-wide campaign to acquaint the MIIS community with CSIL, especially in regard to MIIS student awareness and engagement. This could involve promotional materials, informational sessions, online connectivity, specialty projects, Open House, meet and greet opportunities, and inclusion in MIIS publications and public relations initiatives.
- Form the student arm of CSIL (“M Force”) to be comprised initially of 8-12 dedicated student leaders with strong interest in introducing Social Entrepreneurship to the MIIS campus and provide the student leadership to implement CSIL priority initiatives for the 2015-16 academic year.
- Identify specific pipeline projects that spark student interest and demand and select at least one (such as B Corps) for full implementation during the academic year.
- Be a student sounding board for new home-grown initiatives that come from administration, faculty, staff and students for CSIL catalytic support.
- Coordinate the Millennial Speakers Series to bring outstanding thought and social impact leaders and professionals to campus to speak on issues that directly relate to student interests and initiatives.
- Develop a Mentorship Program that matches students (M Force members) with social impact leaders (including Advisory Council members, MIIS alums, and community practitioners) to provide professional training and networking.
- Develop a theme and logistics to launch Office Hours with Jerry.
- Represent CSIL and M Force on panels, at conferences, and related events.
Qualifications:

- Proven student organizing expertise and experience
- Project development skills acquired through academic and experiential learning opportunities
- Knowledge of techniques and tactics for mobilizing student interest and involvement; residual reliance that goes beyond the start-up phase
- Demonstrated expertise in working with administration, faculty, staff and student on collaborative initiatives with defined roles and responsibilities
- Work effectively with other CSIL GAs in related program initiatives
- Public speaking ability that is both engaging and inspiring
- Basic knowledge of Social Entrepreneurship: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats
- Networking across competing and compelling interests and inter-cultural divides
- Resourcefulness and ingenuity
- Ability to self-organize and motivate others
- Ability to set deadlines and ensure accountability and compliance
- Be innovative and take risks

10 hours per week; flexible hours

To Apply: Please send a cover letter and resume in PDF format to Jerry Hildebrand at ghildebrand@miis.edu. Use “Student Impact Coordinator” as the subject line.

Applications close on Friday, August 28, 2015.

Learn more about CSIL: go.miis.edu/csil